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Comparison of Medium Power Hall Effect
Thruster Ion Acceleration for Krypton and
Xenon Propellants
William A. Hargus, Jr.∗
Gregory M. Azarnia†
Michael R. Nakles‡
Air Force Research Laboratory, Edwards Air Force Base, CA 93524
There is interest within the electric propulsion community in the use of krypton as
a propellant for electrostatic thrusters. It is a lower cost replacement for xenon, may
optimize to similar or potentially higher performance, and is enabling for very large solar
electric transfer vehicles that would strain world-wide xenon production. This work compares the internal propellant acceleration of krypton ions within a laboratory medium
power Hall effect thruster to xenon ion velocity data for the same thruster. One case
matched in propellant particle flux, applied magnetic field, and accelerating potential is
presented. The measurements consist of laser-induced fluorescence velocimetry extending from near the anode to 10 mm outside the thruster into plume along the center of
the coaxial acceleration channel. This measurement region captures the majority of the
propellant axial acceleration within the characterized 600 W medium power Hall effect
thruster. The measurements show that krypton acceleration rate is lower and produces
a lower effective electric field. As a result, energy conversion is lower than xenon for this
flow matched case. In addition, there is clear evidence of krypton ionization throughout
the acceleration channel, far downstream of where the majority of xenon acceleration occurs. This latent krypton ionization is consistent with the lower performance for krypton
at this set of operating conditions due to low propellant utilization.

Introduction

fractional distillation of atmospheric gases for use primarily by the steel industry. Due to the low concentration of xenon in the atmosphere (∼90 ppb), worldwide
production is only approximately 6,000 standard cubic meters (35×103 kg) per year. Increasing industrial
demand for items such as high efficiency lighting and
windows, as well as plasma based micro-fabrication,
has produced wide price swings in the past decade.
Xenon prices have varied by as much as factor of ten
in the past five years alone.

t present, xenon (Xe) is the propellant of choice
A
for most electrostatic plasma thrusters including
Hall effect thrusters. The selection of xenon is due
to a number of rigorous engineering rationale. These
include the high mass (131 amu) and relatively low
ionization potential (12.1 eV) of xenon; as well as the
inert nature of xenon, which eliminated much of the
controversy that plagued early electrostatic propulsion
efforts when mercury (Hg) and cesium (Cs) were the
propellants of choice.1 Although xenon is a noble gas,
it is the most massive, and due to its non-ideal gas behavior, it is possible to pressurize and store with room
temperature specific densities approaching 1.6.2, 3 As
such, it may be stored at higher densities than that of
the most common liquid monopropellant, hydrazine,
which as a specific gravity of approximately 1.
While xenon remains an ideal propellant for electrostatic thrusters such as Hall effect thrusters, there
are several concerns that drive the Hall effect thruster
community to explore alternative propellants. As orbit
raising missions of longer duration and larger payloads
are proposed, requisite propellant mass increases dramatically. Xenon production is a byproduct of the

For missions that benefit from higher specific
impulse, krypton (Kr) propellant has benefits beyond
its lower cost. Krypton has a lower atomic mass
(83.8 amu), but a slightly higher ionization potential
(14.0 eV) than xenon. Like xenon, krypton is a
noble gas and could be easily integrated into existing
Hall effect thruster propellant management systems
without significant modification. The similar ionization potential should not dramatically affect Hall
effect thruster efficiency, and the lower atomic mass
should produce a 25% increase in specific impulse.
The increase in specific impulse may be useful for
missions such as station-keeping where increased
specific impulse is advantageous. For missions such
as orbit raising, increasing the specific impulse may
increase trip time due to power limitations. Still,
as solar electric power generation system specific
power decreases, increasing the specific impulse of
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do. For the highly excited, but low density accelerated
plasmas of interest, we generally choose to examine a
metastable state to ensure high signal levels at convenient excitation wavelengths. Measurements can be
made with high spatial resolution as determined by
the intersection of probe laser beam with fluorescence
optical collection.
Velocity measurements are made using LIF velocimetry as an ion population moving with a velocity
component u relative to the direction of the incoming
laser absorbs photons at a frequency shifted from that
of stationary absorbers due to the Doppler effect. The
magnitude of this frequency shift δν12 is

Table 1 Comparison of xenon and krypton properties critical for electrostatic propulsion.2

Property
Atomic Mass
1st Ionization Energy
2nd Ionization Energy
3rd Ionization Energy
Atmospheric Concentration
Stable Isotopes
Odd Isotopes
Critical Pressure
Critical Temperature
Boiling Point (1 atm)

Units
amu
eV
eV
eV
ppb

MPa
K
K

Xe
131.3
12.1
21
32
87
9
2
5.84
290
161

Kr
83.8
14.0
24
37
1000
6
1
5.50
209
120

δν12 =

u
ν12 .
c

(1)

The measured fluorescence lineshape is determined by
the environment of the absorbing ion population, so an
accurate measurement of the lineshape function may
lead to the determination of a number of plasma parameters beyond simple bulk velocities. The precision
of measured velocities has been found, in various studies, to be less than the experimental uncertainty for the
ions (±500 m/s).4, 5, 6
LIF is a convenient diagnostic for the investigation
of ion velocity distributions in a plasma as it does
not physically perturb the discharge. The fluorescence
signal is a convolution of the velocity distribution function (VDF), transition lineshape, and laser beam frequency profile. Determination of the VDF from LIF
data only requires the deconvolution of the transition
lineshape and laser beam profile from the raw LIF
signal trace. Alternatively, the lineshape itself may
also provide valuable information on the state of the
plasma, such as electron density, pressure, or heavy
species temperature. In the somewhat turbulent plasmas typical of Hall effect thrusters, the fluorescence
lineshape can also be indicative of the relative motion
of the ionization zone as it axially traverses in the periodic breathing mode plasma fluctuation.7, 8 However,
care must be taken to ensure that the relative effects of
these phenomena are separable. In addition, magnetic
(Zeeman effect) and electric (Stark effect) fields may
also influence the fluorescence lineshape9 and must be
accounted for when analyzing the lineshapes should
the fields be of sufficient magnitude. In the case of
LIF of ions in a Hall effect thruster, the fluorescence
lineshape appears to be most indicative of the aforementioned plasma turbulence including periodicity in
the positions of the ionization zone within the acceleration channel.
We have examined the spectroscopy of the krypton
ions and have recently developed LIF measurement
capabilities with regard to the 728.98 nm 5d4 D7/2 –
◦
5p4 P5/2
Kr II transition. The details of application of
Kr II LIF using the metastable 5d4 D7/2 state and ex◦
citing to the 5p4 P5/2
state using a laser at 728.98 nm

the propulsion system can maintain trip time while
reducing total system mass. Krypton is approximately
10× more common in the atmosphere (and hence in
production) than xenon, and when accounting for
mass is approximately 6× less expensive. Table 1 summarizes the relevant properties of xenon and krypton.2
In order to assess whether the potential advantages
of krypton propellant can be realized in Hall effect
thrusters and other electrostatic thruster types, experimental measurements of these plasmas are required;
both to determine relative figures of functional merit
and for numerical simulation validation for increased
fundamental understanding of subtle propellant effects. This effort’s goal is to begin the comparison of krypton and xenon acceleration in the same
thruster under comparable conditions. For one case of
matched propellant particle flux (atoms/second), this
work compares the internal propellant acceleration of
krypton within a laboratory medium power (600 W)
Hall effect thruster to xenon measurements for the
same thruster. The single case with matched applied
magnetic field, acceleration potential, and volumetric
flow does not optimize for propellant characteristics.
The conditions chosen were based on known optimized
xenon conditions. The comparison is valuable for both
measuring the impacts of subtle changes in propellant
as well as for validation of numerical models simulating these thrusters and fundamentally understanding
that impact.
Laser-Induced Fluorescence

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) may be used to detect velocity–induced shifts in the spectral absorption
of various plasma species with high spatial resolution.
The fluorescence is monitored as a continuous-wave
laser is tuned over the transition of interest, of energy
hν12 ; where h is Planck’s constant, ν12 is wavenumber
of transition between lower state 1 and higher energy
state 2. Note that state 1 may be the ground state,
but any sufficiently highly populated excited state will
2
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Table 2

multiplicative factor of 0.59), and for the xenon case,
the background pressure was 2 × 10−3 Pa, corrected
for xenon (using an N2 conversion to Xe multiplicative factor of 0.67).16 Due to the use of a cold cathode
ionization gauge, the background pressure uncertainty
is estimated to be greater than 30%. During thruster
operation, the thruster parameters shown in Table 2
are monitored and recorded at a 0.2 Hz data rate.

Nominal thruster operating conditions.

Anode Flow
Cathode Flow
Anode Potential
Anode Current
Inner Coil Current
Outer Coil Current
Keeper Current
Heater Current
Measured Thrust
Anode Efficiency
Specific Impulse

Kr
25.5 sccm
1.59 mg/s
1.5 sccm
94 µg/s
300 V
1.73 A
1.75 A
1.75 A
0.5 A
3.0 A
22.4 mN
31%
1440 s

Xe
25.5 sccm
2.45 mg/s
1.5 sccm
147 µg/s
300 V
1.93 A
1.75 A
1.75 A
0.5 A
3.0 A
35.8 mN
44%
1460 s

Laser and Optics

The laser used for Kr II LIF is a custom built
±50 GHz tunable diode laser (Newport Optics, New
◦
Focus Division) centered on the 5d4 D7/2 –5p4 P5/2
transition at 728.98 nm. It is a Littman–Metcalf external
cavity tunable diode laser capable of mode hop free
tuning across its 100 GHz tuning range at output powers as high as 25 mW with a line width of less than
500 kHz.
Based on previous efforts,13 the laser, probe beam
launch optics, and fluorescence collection optics are
located on two optical tables placed about viewports
with optical access into the vacuum chamber as shown
in Fig. 1. On the primary optics table, the diode
laser beam first passes through a Faraday isolator to
eliminate laser feedback. The laser beam then passes
through a 10% wedged beam pick–off (PO) to provide beam diagnostics. The first of the two reflections
(each approximately 5% of incident power) is directed
onto a photodiode detector (D1) and provides constant power feedback to the laser. The second pick–off
beam passes through a 300 MHz free spectral range,
high finesse Fabry–Perot etalon (F–P) that provides
frequency monitoring of the wavelength interval swept
during a laser scan.
The main laser beam is then chopped at 3 kHz by
a mechanical optical chopper for phase sensitive detection. It is then divided into two equal components
by a 50:50 cube beam splitter (BS). The first component passes through a krypton opto-galvanic cell and
is terminated by a beam dump. The opto-galvanic cell
current is capacitively coupled to a lock-in amplifier in
◦
order to monitor the Kr II 728.98 nm 5d4 D7/2 –5p4 P5/2
17
transition to provide a zero velocity reference.
The probe beam is then directed via several mirrors and focused by a single lens to a sub-millimeter
beam waist within the chamber vacuum through a
glass vacuum viewport. The fluorescence collection optics, also shown in Fig. 1, collect the signal generated
at the beam waist. The fluorescence is collected by a
75 mm diameter, 300 mm focal length lens within the
chamber. The collimated signal is directed through a
window in the chamber side wall to a similar lens that
focuses the collected fluorescence onto the entrance slit
of 125 mm focal length monochromator with a photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector. The PMT signal is
then analyzed using a second lock-in amplifier. The
spatial resolution of the measurements is determined

are detailed elsewhere.11, 12 This new capability complements our previously developed Xe II LIF capabilities.13, 14

Apparatus
Vacuum Facility and Thruster

All LIF measurements were performed in Chamber 6
of the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Electric
Propulsion Laboratory at Edwards AFB, CA. Chamber 6 is a non-magnetic stainless steel chamber with a
1.8 m diameter and 3 m length. Pumping is provided
by four single-stage cryogenic panels (single-stage cold
heads at 25 K) and one 50 cm two stage cryogenic
pump (12 K). This vacuum test chamber has a measured pumping speed of 36 kL/s on xenon.
The Hall thruster used in this study is a medium
power laboratory Hall effect thruster manufactured by
the Busek Company of Natick, MA, USA, which has
been described in detail elsewhere.14 This thruster
is designed for operation on xenon and performance
has only been characterized for krypton for limited
operating conditions, although extensive plume measurements are available.15 Thruster operation for this
effort consisted of a single stable condition shown on
Table 2. Unpublished thrust measurements from our
laboratory show krypton operation of the BHT-600 at
the conditions in Table 2 yields a thrust of 22.4 mN
corresponding to an anode efficiency of approximately
31%. Since this thruster at the conditions at which
measurements were taken is optimized for xenon, performance with xenon propellant is much superior compared to krypton. The single operating condition
serves as a direct comparison of the differences between xenon and krypton without the complexity of
interpreting the optimization of applied magnetic field
and acceleration potential.
Vacuum chamber background pressure during
thruster operation was measured with a cold cathode
ionization gauge and is approximately 3 × 10−3 Pa,
corrected for krypton (using an N2 conversion to Kr
3
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Fig. 2 Cutaway view of the BHT-600 Hall effect
thruster with measurement volume shown in red.

capable of mode hop free tuning across approximately
80 GHz tuning range. The isotopic and nuclear-spin
effects contributing to the hyperfine structure of the
5d[4]7/2 − 6p[3]5/2 xenon ion transition produce a total
of 19 isotopic and spin split components. The hyperfine splitting constants that characterize the variations
in state energies are only known for a limited set of
energy levels. Unfortunately, the 834.7 nm xenon ion
transition only has confirmed data on the nuclear spin
splitting constants of the 6p[3]5/2 upper state.4, 18, 19, 20
Manzella first used this 5d[4]7/2 − 6p[3]5/2 xenon ion
transition at 834.7 nm to make velocity measurements in a Hall thruster plume.21 A convenient feature of this transition is the presence of a relatively
strong line originating from the same upper state
(6s[2]3/2 − 6p[3]5/2 transition at 541.9 nm,22 which
allows for non-resonant fluorescence collection). Ion
velocity is simply determined by measurement of the
Doppler shift of the absorbing ions. As a stationary
reference, there is a nearby (measured to be 18.1 GHz
distant) neutral xenon 6s0 [1/2]1 − 6p0 [3/2]2 transition
at 834.68 nm.23, 24 The xenon results are reported
separately elsewhere in greater detail by Nakles and
Hargus.14

Fig. 1 Layout of Kr II laser-induced fluorescence
apparatus showing all relevant optical components,
portions of the vacuum chamber, and Hall effect
thruster thruster plume.

by the geometry of the spectrometer entrance slit (note
the 1:1 magnification of the collection optics).
The Xe II LIF measurements use a nearly identical experimental apparatus with a different diode
laser.
For the xenon results reported here, the
5d[4]7/2 − 6p[3]5/2 electronic transition of Xe II at
834.72 nm is probed with a 15 mW maximum power
Littman–Metcalf external cavity tunable diode laser

LIF Velocity Measurements
Measurement Domain

Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the BHT-600 Hall
effect thruster used in this test. Annotated in red
4
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is the measurement volume. The volume consists of
a linear set of data points spaced by 1 or 2 mm at
X=0, Y=28 mm with Z varying between -9 mm and
+12 mm. Note that Z=0 denotes the geometrical exit
plane of the thruster.

Hargus, as due to thruster breathing mode where an
axial ionization wave first forms near the anode and
then travels out into the plume. In the plume, the
ionization wave dissipates due to a lack of neutrals for
ionization, whereupon it reforms near the anode once
more. This is a typical behavior of Hall effect thrusters
and usually occurs with frequencies of a few to several
tens of kHz.27
At the operating condition examined in this work,
xenon exhibits a strong breathing mode oscillation
that dominates the anode current. On the other hand,
krypton is very much quiescent and the breathing
mode here manifests itself as a small current ripple on
the generally DC anode current. It is believed that the
breathing mode oscillations enhance electron transport
since although the ionization wave ultimately travels
outward in the axial direction, it is also composed of a
series of azimuthal instabilities that promote turbulent
cross-field electron transport also known as Bohm diffusion, or so called anomalous diffusion.28 As a result,
the xenon velocity distributions are much broader as
the electron cross–field transport enhancing ionization
wave traverses the acceleration channel and dissipates
somewhere in the near plume, all the while broadening
the plasma acceleration in velocity space. Evidence
of this is shown in Fig. 5 starting at Z = -4 mm
where we have evidence of ionization (zero velocity
ions) and a high velocity tail extending approximately
12 km/s, much higher than the most probable velocity of 4 km/s. There is no equivalent behavior in the
krypton velocity distributions of Fig. 3.
Another difference between the two propellants is
the significant proportion of low velocity krypton ions
and evidence of ionization occurring throughout the
acceleration channel and into the plume. For example,
at Z = +12 mm, the krypton velocity distribution in
Fig. 3 is 35–40% in the low velocity region (defined
as below 18 km/s), where the most probable velocity
is 22.4 km/s and the resulting mean velocity of the
distribution is 16.8 km/s. It bears consideration that
for krypton, while 35–40% of the ions are in the low
velocity region, this region only contains 15% of the
velocity distribution’s energy. In contrast, the xenon
case appears to have only a very small amount of late
ionization, such that it cannot be distinguished from
the background.
Despite the obvious differences in the velocity distributions shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the general behavior
remains remarkably similar. The initially narrow velocity distributions, where primarily only ionization
is occurring, are broadened in the region of the discharge where ions are both being created and ionized.
Starting in the region defined by the geometrical exit
plane and extending into the near plume, the velocity
distributions narrow by kinematic compression as the
ionization rate drops and the entire ion population is
accelerated further.

Velocity Distributions

Raw fluorescence traces are a reasonable representation of the ion velocity distribution (VDF) so long as
the lineshape width is small compared to the velocity
distribution. Recall that the fluorescence traces measured are the convolution of the true VDF, the transition lineshape, and the laser line width. The transition
lineshape has been modeled and found to be relatively narrow compared to the fluorescence trace.11, 25
In turn, the laser line widths are only approximately
500 kHz. As a result, the fluorescence lineshape magnitude is within 10–15% of the time averaged VDF.
This is consistent with previous velocity distribution
measurements for xenon that showed that deconvolution of the transition lineshape was not necessary in
the near plume.26
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the velocity distributions of krypton ions. Nearest the anode, the VDF
at Z = -8 mm shows a slight negative velocity. This is
either indicative of the small uncertainties in the measurements, or may alternatively be a manifestation of
the ion drag toward the anode by the electron current.
These negative velocities are consistent with previous
measurements of xenon Hall effect thrusters.4, 7, 8, 14
Prior to Z = -4 mm, we interpret the krypton ion
velocity distributions as indicative of a single velocity
population; all of which were created at approximately
the same plasma potential and that activity in this
region is dominated by ionization with little acceleration. By Z = -4 mm we see that a portion of the
velocity distribution has been accelerated to a velocity around 4 km/s, and as high as 8 km/s. However,
there is evidence of significant ionization yet occurring as 20–30% of the population has velocities of
less than 3 km. Interestingly, we see significant low
velocity krypton ion populations from this axial position forward into the plume showing low velocity ion
population components. This implies that significant
ionization is occurring at all measurement locations,
including those in the outside the thruster.
Figure 4 shows an equivalent to Fig. 3 of the xenon
ion velocity distributions. The complete data taken
from velocity distributions measured by Nakles and
Hargus14 is shown in Fig. 5, where the much broader
peaks of the xenon case are more clearly separated.
The xenon velocity distributions in Fig. 5 have substantial differences when compared to the krypton ion
velocity distributions in Fig. 3. First, the xenon velocity distributions are significantly broader. This
appears to be a function of the oscillatory behavior of
the anode discharge and is quantified by Nakles and
5
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Fig. 3 Velocity distributions of krypton ions showing acceleration of the propellant stream from Z =
-8 mm to Z = +12 mm. Note that each distribution is individually normalized to unity area.

Comparing the values of Table 2 between xenon and
krypton provides some insights of global measurements
(e.g. propellant utilization) in conjunction with the
LIF measurements. First, due to the higher atomic
mass of xenon (131.3 vs 83.8 amu), the delivered thrust
is significantly higher for xenon (35.8 vs 22.4 mN). But
as noted earlier, it is important to note that the volumetric flow rates (atom flux, or atoms/second) are
equal for both xenon and krypton cases discussed here.
Interestingly, thruster efficiency is significantly lower
for the krypton case than for xenon, and the specific
impulse values are approximately the same. Based on
atomic mass alone, and assuming equivalent ionization, one would expect the specific impulse of krypton
to be 125% that of xenon. The combination of lower
energy conversion efficiency and equivalent specific impulse indicate a lower propellant utilization fraction
for krypton as is indicated by the persistent late term
ionization in Fig. 3.

much more limited comparison of the velocity measurement than the comparison of the VDFs, the most
probable velocity is valuable since it provides a singular value that characterizes the behavior of the peak of
the velocity distribution. The most probable velocity
obviously differs from the mean and median velocity
values; however, we feel that use of this value provides
a valid comparison so long as the distribution is not
particularly broad and the fluorescence has adequate
signal to noise ratios (SNR).
It should be noted that the most probable velocity is easily extracted with minimum ambiguity from
noisy data, if the distribution is somewhat regular.
The mean of a noisy velocity distribution contains substantially greater uncertainty since the baseline and
extent of the distribution is difficult to determine without introducing experimental bias. As such, the most
probable velocity remains a useful tool for comparisons of velocity evolution profiles such as those in this
study. The most probable velocity becomes ambiguous
if there are multiple peaks, which often occurs further
in the plume where there may be multiple populations
of ions interacting.12 This can also occur within the
thruster as clearly shown in Figs. 3 and 4, where there
are distinct regions of ion creation overlapped with ion

Most Probable Velocity

Figure 6 shows the most probable velocities measured for both krypton and xenon. The most probable
velocities correspond to the peak of the extracted fluorescence curves shown in Figs. 3 and 5. While a
6
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Fig. 4 Velocity distributions of xenon ions showing acceleration of the propellant stream from Z = -9 mm
to Z = +10 mm. Note that each distribution is individually normalized to unity area.

acceleration regions.

xenon.

The velocity profile in Fig. 6 shows the velocities
slightly negative, nearest the anode (at approximately
-9 mm). This negative velocity near the anode may
be attributed to the anode sheath producing a small
acceleration potential toward the anode for ions as a
result of the anode electron flow. Interestingly, this
ion velocity behavior has been measured in a similar
plasma accelerator previously, where the neutrals also
exhibit a negative velocity near the anode, presumably
due to ion drag.4

Energy Deposition

An effective illustration of energy deposition into the
propellant from the plasma discharge is to calculate
the profile of measured ion kinetic energy. We chose
to make this calculation using the most probable velocities shown in Fig. 6. Calculating the kinetic energies
of the propellant using 12 mv 2 and expressing the units
in eV, we arrive at Fig. 7.
Figure 7 compares the energy deposition of the
xenon and krypton propellants. The general behavior is very similar, but the krypton energy deposition
is consistently lower than that of xenon. Although
the acceleration begins in the same region, the rate
of acceleration is lower for krypton. The divergence
in propellant energy deposition between krypton and
xenon occurs throughout the measurement region.
In Fig. 7, we see that substantial energy deposition
into the propellant does not begin until approximately
Z = -4 mm. The calculated kinetic energies also more
clearly show that there is substantial energy deposition
occurring beyond the exit plane. This confirms that
propellant acceleration extends into the near plume
region, and further than the spatial extent of the mea-

Further from the anode, the most probable velocity
of both krypton and xenon climbs smoothly, showing
maximum acceleration near, but within the thruster
geometric exit plane (Z=0). The peak krypton ion
velocity is just below 24 km/s at Z = +12 mm and
is presumed to rise steadily beyond the measurement
region. The xenon most probable ion velocity follows
within about 1–2 km/s of the krypton velocity until
near the exit plane. Here, the xenon ion acceleration
slows substantially. While the krypton ion acceleration decreases here as well, krypton ion acceleration
continues at a higher rate than for xenon. At the furthest extent of matching measurements, krypton ion
velocities are approximately 17% higher than those of
7
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Fig. 5 Xenon velocity distributions shown individually.14 Peak (most probable) and mean (population
weighted) velocities are given for each velocity distribution in km/s.14

8
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Fig. 6 Most probable krypton and xenon velocities
of the BHT-600 Hall effect thruster. Note that Z=0
denotes the location of the exit plane.

Fig. 8
Comparison of krypton and xenon effective axial electric fields acting on accelerated ions
calculated using most probable kinetic energies.

in Fig. 7 and fitting a smoothing spline that is subsequently numerically differentiated. The resultant
electric field is believed to be an adequate measure
of the effective electric field acting on the ions. The
use of the most probable velocity at the root of this
calculation lessens ambiguity and provides maximum
repeatability, but most likely is not a true representation of the electric field, which has considerably more
complexity in both the spatial and temporal domains.
With that caution, the effective electric field calculated here is the only such non-intrusive measurement
available.
Figure 8 shows the calculated axial electric field
within the thruster and extending into the near
plume. For krypton, the effective electric field peaks at
23 kV/m just inside the thruster exit plane near Z=0.
A significant portion of the electric field is outside the
thruster. The magnitude of the krypton electric field
is approximately 4 kV/m at Z = +12, which may be
an edge effect, or an artifact of the limited number of
measurements. The electric field calculated for xenon
peaks at approximately 39 kV/m, a value 60% higher
than krypton. The peak field for xenon is further with
the thruster peaking at approximately Z = -2 mm.
In comparison to the effective electric field calculated for xenon, we see that the krypton effective
electric field peaks at a substantially lower magnitude
and further downstream, closer to the exit plane than
for xenon. The effective electric fields are not similar in shape as that of krypton is substantially wider
and less peaked. The reason for this difference is not
fully understood. There are a number of contributing factors that may in some combination explain this

Fig. 7 Comparison of krypton and ion kinetic energies calculated from most probable ion velocities.

surements. The peak ion energy for xenon is approximately 240 eV and approximately 220 eV for krypton.
This is lower than the 300 V applied discharge potential, indicating that not all the applied potential is
recovered by the propellant.
An electric field axial component Ez may be calculated from the derivative of the kinetic energies using
the relationship Ez = − 5z φ. This effective electric
field is calculated by taking the ion kinetic energies
9
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difference in electric field profile. First, as the drift
velocity of the neutrals is inversely proportional with
atomic mass, the krypton neutrals are likely to travel
further out of the thruster channel than the xenon
neutrals prior to ionization. As a result, the krypton
neutrals have a higher probability of exiting the channel without ionization and being lost to electrostatic
acceleration. The slightly higher ionization energy of
krypton also contributes to this effect. This is consistent with the krypton effective electric field’s larger
magnitude outside the thruster in Fig. 8, and by late
krypton ionization occurring throughout the measurement region in Fig. 3. Second, the lower magnitude
breathing mode oscillations of krypton likely promotes
lower electric fields simply due to the lessening of turbulent transport. As a result, the electric potential
fall would have a larger spatial extent for krypton.
There may also be an effect related to the higher acceleration of krypton (related to the 25% lower atomic
mass) reducing the plasma density and thereby reducing transport across magnetic field lines.

Comparison of xenon and krypton for a single
thruster operating parameter where the atomic flow
rate, applied acceleration potential, and applied radial
magnetic field are all equal demonstrated that simple
changes in propellant result in dramatic changes in the
acceleration of the propellant both within and in the
near plume of a medium power Hall effect thruster. We
chose to examine a nominal xenon case with a krypton
case with the same applied parameters. As a result the
Hall effect thruster designed and optimized for xenon
performed significantly worse for krypton. The LIF diagnostic allowed us to identify energy deposition and
propellant utilization as the primary culprits for this
particular set of operating parameters.
The differences between krypton and xenon for this
single matched case illuminate fundamental differences
in the behavior of these propellants with an otherwise identical applied acceleration potential and electron retarding magnetic field. For example, the most
probable ion velocities are about 15% higher for krypton with a resultant lower plasma density. Electron
cross-field transport is almost certainly affected by the
significantly lower breathing mode of krypton. Also
consider that the ionization potential of krypton is
16% higher than that of xenon and as a result krypton
has a lower electron collision ionization cross-section.
The lower mass of krypton relative to xenon also reduces neutral residence time. These two issues reduce
krypton ionization probability and may account for
some of the lowered performance relative to xenon.
This is consistent with the krypton ion velocity distributions that show late ionization occurring throughout
the acceleration channel and into the plume, thereby
implicating reduced krypton propellant utilization as
one of the most dramatic differences.
Significant resources have been expended to develop
design rules for xenon Hall effect thrusters, but there
is less knowledge on how these design rules vary with
propellant. Recent experimental optimization of krypton performance in specialized Hall effect thrusters
have shown performance improvements with optimized
ionization/acceleration channel length, increased magnetic field, and increases in plasma density. Application of advanced diagnostics, such as LIF, provides
fundamental insights into the propellant acceleration
of these notoriously complex plasma discharges. In
this case, we are able to show that in this non–
optimized krypton operation, the late term ionization
is indicative of poor propellant utilization. Studies
like this that directly compare multiple propellants in
a thruster are valuable as they provide insights into
the fundamental physics of Hall effect thruster propellants that are masked by global measurements of
performance, or perturbed by intrusive probe based
measurements. It is clear that further LIF examination of plasma acceleration must be performed for

The relative importance of these mechanisms, or
other unidentified mechanisms, is not fully understood. However, there are some thruster design implications for krypton. A longer channel length that
provides a longer residence time may be necessary
for more complete ionization of krypton propellant.
Increased axial extent would also better encompass
the greater distribution of the effective electric field.
Raising the acceleration potential may also result in
higher electron temperature in the ionization region
of the discharge. The higher electron temperature
may overcome the higher krypton ionization potential relative to xenon. Increasing the density of the
discharge by increasing the krypton volumetric flow
rate (atoms/second) would also increase plasma density and thereby increase the likelihood of ionization
events. However, increasing the accelerating potential would also decrease the plasma density due to
acceleration. So some of these potential methods by
which krypton thruster performance may be increased
require careful optimization.
Other studies in the optimization of krypton propellant in Hall effect thrusters have shown that improved
thruster design for krypton is achievable.29, 30, 31 However, parameter optimization appears to require substantial experimental verification. The results of these
parallel studies have much in common with the results
of this work. The LIF verifies many of the hypotheses made to explain the differences due to xenon and
krypton properties. Future efforts must examine optimized krypton cases so that performance differences
as a result of propellant selection can be more fully
understood.
10
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Society, September 2011.
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thruster,” in Proceedings of the 42nd Joint Propulsion Conference and Exhibit, no. AIAA-2006-4991. Sacramento, CA:
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krypton propellant performance optimized cases. This
will enable comparison of optimized cases of both propellants. Still, this first comparison of matched atomic
flow rate, magnetic field, and acceleration potential
provides a much needed baseline verification of previous hypotheses of differences in propellant optimization.
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